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What People Are Saying About Chase Given

“Chase was hired for LLU’s Pediatric Residency Christmas Party 2013. In the past, our Christmas Parties have 
ended up being short events, with a dinner, a few awards and presentations, and then all of our tired, often 
stressed doctors slip away quickly. With Chase, this was the absolute opposite case. After the awards, Chase 
performed, and I could quickly see the worries and stress of the guests quickly melted away with Chase’s 
performance. Chase’s choice in music, professional performance, and incredible lighting provided such a high 
level of entertainment, that almost every guest stayed until his last note. He is already booked for 2014, and we 
couldn’t be more excited!”

Dr. Sharon Riesen, MD
Pediatric Residency Director, Loma Linda University Medical Center 

“There all all kinds of satisfaction in this life. Some are easily reached and obtained and others are more difficult 
or next to impossible. Music has always been a great source of satisfaction to me. Chase Given and his artistry 
have provided to me and many many others that satisfaction over the years. Chase always plays and or sings a 
song and makes everyone really feel good about it.“ 

Willie C.
Radio & Event DJ - North Myrtle Beach, SC

“My wife Susan and I hired Chase to perform at our wedding reception on New Years Eve 2010. My family is from 
New Jersey and Susan’s is from Chicago. Chase truly bent over backwards to entertain each and every guest. He 
was even willing to learn a Polka for Susan’s mother, and nailed it! His level of professionalism and entertainment 
value are truly second to none. I would recommend him to anyone and everyone and will be a life-long fan.”

Dr. David Bucci, PHD - Greenville, NC

“For over a year, Chase has performed each Thursday at Sharky’s. With Chase’s consistently great 
performances, we have seen our attendance on Thursday evenings increase by over 20%. Chase understands 
how to make an audience happy, and has a tremendous repertoire so that each show is different, and he has 
such a strong eye for what will make each audience happy, that he quickly can move from “Brown Eyed Girl”, to 
“Easy Like Sunday Morning” and then “The Way You Look Tonight” seamlessly, and sounds amazing on each 
song that he sings. Chase is humble, flexible, and personable, which are three of the greatest qualities I could ask 
for as a business owner working with entertainers, and he truly provides top shelf entertainment.”

Benny Garner
Owner, Sharky’s Grill & Raw Bar - Manteo, NC

“Chase has performed on Wednesday Nights at my fine dining establishment. I have even referred many of my 
wedding catering clients to Chase for their entertainment needs. Chase blends a great mixture of standards, 
classic pop tunes, and love songs that brings in regulars every single week. He plays at such a nice volume, that 
every patron that walks in the door, from teenagers to our mature guests always enjoy his music, and have never 
ever commented negatively about the volume. He is a true professional and we are proud to have him performing 
at our restaurant.”

David Watson
Owner, David’s Restaurant - Roanoke Rapids, NC

“I've known Chase Given, since he was a little kid...really.  I've watched him progress and grow up from being a 
cute novelty with lots of potential into what he is today--a skilled, highly polished, professional act.  As a 
performer, I've had the pleasure of having Chase, join my band on stage from time to time.  I've also booked 
Chase’s band as well as duo/solo acts comprised of its members and have never gotten anything less than a 
stellar report.  Chase Given is a great choice for any setting; wedding, festival, club, corporate.  With his 
showmanship and the wide range of genres he covers, he can engage any audience.  You can't go wrong with 
Chase Given!”

Mike Taylor
Owner, The Holiday Band - Chapel Hill, NC
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